
 

JCC Intervention on the Seminar  
“Disproving the anti-communist lies spread by the institutions of the 

capitalist system.” 

 

Dear Comrades,  

First, thank you to the Communist youth, Turkey for organizing this MECYO and thank 
you all to come to share your struggles fighting anti-Marxism-Leninism. 

On the national reality of Catalunya, anti-communism is present in numerous ways. We 
can identify mainly two focus of anti-communism, Neoliberal right and 
socialdemocratic/postmodern left, which express their anti-communism in different 
ways. The ways we fight each expression is more or less the same but the expressions 
are different so we will proceed to explain in a general way how each one is expressed, 
giving some examples.  

Neoliberal right expresses their anti-communism in a clearer way. They say openly that 
they think that communism, socialism or even social policies are bad. Giving that they 
own both the parliament and the mass media our strategy is simply to unveil their lies 
using all the weapons we have at our disposal. We have identified both the Catalan 
nationalist and Spanish nationalist right as main enemies at this stage of capitalist 
development, so we concentrate most of our efforts to fight their anti-communism. For 
example, given that they control the education program of both lower and higher 
education we developed a system of courses and a collection of entry-level of 
Marxism-Leninism books in collaboration with our reference student union AEP to 
combat the anti-soviet and the anti-republican spain they spread. The aim is simply to 
fight historical revisionism and to normalize Marxism-Leninism inside the Catalan 
youth. Neoliberal right often equals communism to fascism under the label of 
totalitarianism. We find that is very important to fight fascism with ferocity so can 
society can see and feel that such label does not exist. It’s important not only to assert 
the differences in acts, texts or more traditional ways but also in the social networks or 
generally in the internet. 

On the other hand, we can see some anti-communist behaviors on the generally called 
reformist left. Their message is not so direct and is aimed generally to see Marxism-
Leninism as a thing of the past. We find that this is a dangerous message but we must 
make a difference as Catalan reformist left usually denounces fascism and all their 
representations. One example of this kind of behavior is, recently, we have heard some 
parties saying that the true Russian revolution was the bourgeois February revolution. 
Others says that working class is dead. We think with this examples you can see why 
this message is also dangerous. Yet, the strategy remains more or less the same, fight 
with every weapon available. Is in our hands to unveil the lies spread by the capitalist 
institutions. 

Thank you all. 


